The Fellowship provides dynamic professional development in racial equity and leadership. Our programming is designed to support the knowledge and growth of emerging leaders working towards greater equity in Baltimore City by engaging Fellows to work towards equitable solutions within their organizations, as well as the communities they are impacting.

What is the Baltimore Corps Fellowship?

The Fellowship provides dynamic professional development in racial equity and leadership. Our programming is designed to support the knowledge and growth of emerging leaders working towards greater equity in Baltimore City by engaging Fellows to work towards equitable solutions within their organizations, as well as the communities they are impacting.

Enrich your career with:

- Race & Equity trainings
- Leadership and professional development
- Connecting with the Baltimore Corps network
- Coaching and career support
- Working groups
- And more!

Orientation: Oct. 20 & 21, 2022
Programming Ends: August 25, 2023

Join the Network. Be a Fellow!

baltimorecorps.org/fellowship
Who is a Baltimore Corps Fellow?

A changemaker looking to collaborate with other organizations as they dive deeper into their social impact work and do more to advance racial justice and equity in Baltimore.

What Makes An Exceptional Fellow?

- Commitment to Baltimore
- Values equity and racial justice
- Collaborator and team player
- Passionate and compassionate
- Solution-focused
- Adaptable
- Growth mindset

“Being a Baltimore Corps Fellow is a uniquely humbling and transformational experience that has significantly enhanced my ability to fight for and serve this city that I love. The fellowship strikes the perfect balance between personal growth and professional acceleration and I love belonging to a community of passionate changemakers and having access to a network of innovative resources.

- Kate Lynch, Fellow at Arts Education in Maryland Schools

Fellowship Partner Organizations

Access Art  Baltimore Development Corporation  Baltimore City Health Department
Black Male Yoga Initiative  Central Baltimore Partnership  Civic Works
Code in the Schools  Good Samaritan  Innovation Works
Wide Angle Youth Media  And More!

To learn more, visit:
baltimorecorps.org/fellowship

Questions? Contact Fellowship@BaltimoreCorps.org